
 

 



Steve's Story 
By Ace S. 

 
A text message popped up on Steve’s phone waking him up. He set 

the notification really loud just in case the previous night: 
You have been accepted into space force. We need you immediately. Your departure time from Little Rock 

Arkansas airport is Today 3-20-2035,  1300 hours , flight Number 9685. Destination Los Angeles California. 
 
“YES Yes YES!” Steve exclaimed.  
Steve jumped out of bed and headed to the bathroom. He put water 

on his messy brown hair and combed it quickly. His space force outfit from 
space academy several years ago barely fit his 5 foot ll inch frame. 

“What what's happening?” asked his brother Eli confused as Steve 
woke him up.  

“I was accepted into Space Force,” Steve said packing bags quickly 
with a huge smile.  

“Wait what where is space force even?” said Eli still confused.  
“California ” responded Steve as he’s packing bags. “Come on let's 

go”  
Ever since their parent’s died, Steve took care of his younger brother 

Eli. They called and texted bye to friends and got on a plane and went to 
good ol Los Angeles, California . When they arrived, a driver bot was 
holding a tablet that said their name. They followed the driver bot to the 
taxi. An hour later the bot drove them to a small one story house 
surrounded by a security fences. A few days later Steve was video 
conferencing with Space Force. He saw someone get fired and it was a 
person named Mark. He was fired by Bryce. 

“This is what happens to people that betray me!” yelled Bryce. “You're 
fired Mark”  

 When he finally arrived at the base, he wanted to meet everyone. 
Bryce wouldn't even look at him. Then one day they bumped into each 
other  



Bryce got up and shouted,  “You’re fired!” 
Since he was carrying an important part of the rocket and so it 

shattered. Steve was then fired. Steve’s dream of being in space was 
almost dead as he and Eli went back to Little Rock.  

 
Chapter 2 

 
 So over the next month, Steve sent his resume and called NASA 

every 2 days. Finally he got accepted into NASA. Now this is where the 
true story begins he was accepted he rode a plane to Colorado. There he 
studied the cockpit and controls of the new Infinity 8. He also studied the 
Mars Rover 4.0 and how to live in the Mars domed capsules. His new boss 
Parker gave him a welcome gift and it was a pen that smelled like a cake 
and felt smooth . 

“Welcome to NASA,” Parker said. “Let’s prove to Space Force that 
we are the best to get to Mars.” 

After several months of simulator trainings and studying the new 
spaceship, Parker said to Steve, “You have worked hard and kept a 
positive attitude. Launch time is in 08:00 hours tomorrow. Welcome 
captain.”  

Steve jumped up and down and hollered, “Yes! Finally!” 
NASA was finally ready to launch the Infinity 8 with Steve as the main 

pilot. The next morning Steve put on his new space suit and latched the 
harness in the seat.  

Mission to Habitat Mars is a GO! 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1. LIFT OFF!  
Steve jolted back in his seat with his body pressed firmly against the 

seat. “What a rush!” 
Pretty soon they left the atmosphere and could look back at Earth.  
Mark, who was also fired from Space Force and worked for NASA, 

said, “Who knew that the Earth doesn’t orbit around Bryce?  
“You mean the solar system, no galaxy,” said Steve. 
 Then steve and the crew experienced 300 of the longest days 

couped up with other people on a small space ship 



 
Chapter 3 

 
 
Steve, Mark, and Clark marked 1 day left until they get to Mars. 

Suddenly instead of complaining about everything they smiled and laughing 
again 

Then all the lights went out and the shipped was hurdled in a different 
direction. BB OOOMMM! They crashed ships IN SPACE with Space 
Forces ship. Space Force’s ship almost was crushed and NASA's ship was 
mostly intact.  

A red flashing light popped on NASA’s control panel and a voice said, 
“Emergency are ship is too badly damaged. We need to come aboard your 
ship.” 

“We have limited fuel we have to merge ships” Steve said, “But you 
can come aboard.” 

“It's a deal,” somebody from Space Force said 
When the other ship docked, the Space Force crew opened the 

hatch. Then a laser was shot at Nasa. People started screaming everyone 
tried to flee from the lasers.  

Bryce reloaded his laser with a new energy clip. “You purposely 
knocked into our ship! We’re gonna be the first to set foot on Mars!” 

Steve reacted quickly throwing a wrench into the laser gun.  
The wrench was shot. 
It disintegrated slowly. 
A giant white sphere raised out of Mars’ red surface and shot at 

NASA’s space ship. As it approached, it opened up, turned into a ring 
shape, and seemed to swallow NASA’s ship. Instead of exploding the ship, 
an energy net wrapped around it sent it through a wormhole.  

  
 Que going through a wormhole noise. Then they went through a 

wormhole to a planet near a black hole. The laser gun was moved to rapid 



mode firing every microsecond Steve was pinned down if he moved he 
would get shot. 

Steve yelled, “Think about what you are doing. We are the only ones 
who know how to run the ship. Without us, you’re dead in a far away 
location!” 

Bryce stopped firing. “Why did you run into us?” 
“We didn’t run into you. More like why did you run into us?” Steve 

replied. 
Mark yelled from a different room, “If you two idiots could have saw 

outside, we are not the first to settle on Mars and they don’t like visitors. 
Who knows where we are at now?” 

The white ring still circled around the ship. A robotic voice spoke over 
NASA’s com links. “Prove to us that you are worth saving or suffer the 
black hole.” 

“Sure cmon aliens or is this a prank oh i'm so scared” somebody said  
A second ring came out off the first grabbed him and teleported him 

out of the ship everyone panicked  
Steve went to the controls tried to get the ship to move not even a 

move  
“Resistance will lead to death, and we have taken over your controls” 

the voice said  
“What are you” steve yelled 
“We are a highly advanced organism or an alien you humans would 

call it an alien” the voice responded “Are you gonna show us we shouldn't 
fling you into death?” 

“How will we do that?” bryce said 
“You will have to prove that your race will accept us and that they are 

good enough not just to wipe out all humans on Earth and take it for 
ourselves ” 

When everyone was calm and quiet bryce slipped out of the group 
and started typing. 

 



Are you there? 
yes  

Good 
You can eliminate the others there expendable i'm the smartest man alive i can help 

you kill all humans and help you live there 
Well we’ll think about it 

Ok. 
The Next Day 

Chapter 4 The End? 
 

Rumble  
“i think there getting tired of us” steve said “what can we do to please 

them” 
Meanwhile bryce snuck back in the cockpit and looked at the 

computer 
yesterday 

Are you there? 
yes  

Good 
You can eliminate the others there expendable i'm the smartest man alive i can help 

you kill all humans and help you live there 
Well we’ll think about it 

Ok. 
Today 

It's a deal and i recommend deleting these messages before steve sees them  
How do you know his name 

Were advanced 
Okay that makes sense 



DELETING MESSAGES 
DELETE COMPLETE 

Suddenly bryce was teleported to the aliens ship 
“Where did bryce go?” steve asked 
“The aliens are probably exterminating him” clark said 
“Good one” steve said  
“yeah good one” mark agreed 
There ship was jolted into the black hole by the aliens 
“Why do i have the feeling bryce did something?” mark said 
“Hold on i'm going to check the cockpit message system  

DELETED MESSAGES: 
yesterday 

Are you there? 
yes  

Good 
You can eliminate the others there expendable i'm the smartest man alive i can help 

you kill all humans and help you live there 
Well we’ll think about it 

Ok. 
Today 

It's a deal and i recommend deleting these messages before steve sees them  
How do you know his name 

Were advanced 
Okay that makes sense 

“Yep he did something he endangered mankind” steve said “GET 
PARKER NOW BEFORE WE FLY INTO THAT BLACK HOLE” mark and 
clark yelled “Parker bryce endangered mankind HINT: ALIENS” steve said 
he left a voicemail  

voicemail  incomplete 



“We can't the aliens messed up are systems” steve said 
“C'mere here steve we have to get out same for you clark” mark said 
They got in the escape pod and tried to launch right into the aliens 

ship 
“Prepare for impact boys were raiding this ship”  
… nothing happened.  
Just then the alien spacecraft flashed with the brightest white light 

and disappeared leaving them. Yet it didn’t send them into the black hole.  
“What have we done”  steve said “this mission has gone completely 

wrong WHAT ARE WE GONNA DO ABOUT THIS WE HAVE LIMITED 
OXYGEN WE HAVE LIMITED FUEL WE HAVE LIMITED SPACE AND” 

“Be quiet,” Mark said. “All we have is each other now. Let’s make the 
best of this situation and make a plan to stay alive as long as we can.” 

The remaining crew cooperated and came up with a plan. They 
started mapping the stars and comparing them to the star patterns from 
Earth. Within a week they found which direction Earth was. They also found 
a planet bigger then Jupiter. They used their fuel tactically to find a path to 
sling shot off its gravity toward Earth.  The crew conserved food and water 
as best they could for a month until they ran out. Instead of fighting, they 
stayed calm and really listened to each other.  

When things were the worst and the crew thought there time was 
over the aliens showed up again  

A voice came over the intercom and said, “You have passed the test, 
well not all of you.” 

Steve and Mark looked nervously at each other. 
A small tube with Bryce in it was shot out the alien space craft toward 

the black hole. 
“You did not give up and you worked with each other even though 

hope was lost.” 
The alien spaceship encircled them and created a worm hole back to 

Earth 
To be continued 
 


